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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
Goal :Goal : to develop to develop nanowirenanowire--based based 
architectures which can bridge between architectures which can bridge between 
lithographic and atomiclithographic and atomic--scale feature sizes scale feature sizes 
and tolerate defective and stochastic and tolerate defective and stochastic 
assembly of regular arraysassembly of regular arrays
Using 10nm pitch Using 10nm pitch nanowiresnanowires, these , these 
nanowirenanowire--based programmable architectures based programmable architectures 
offer offer one to two orders of magnitude greater one to two orders of magnitude greater 
mappedmapped--logic densitylogic density than defectthan defect--free free 
lithographic lithographic FPGAsFPGAs at 22nmat 22nm



INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
Do we have an Do we have an adequate set of adequate set of 
capabilitiescapabilities to build logic?to build logic?
How do we How do we cope with the regularity cope with the regularity 
demandeddemanded by bottomby bottom--up assembly?up assembly?
How do we How do we accommodate the high defect accommodate the high defect 
rates and statistical assemblyrates and statistical assembly which which 
accompany bottomaccompany bottom--up assembly up assembly 
techniques?techniques?
How do we How do we organize and interconnectorganize and interconnect
these atomicthese atomic--scale building blocks?scale building blocks?



INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
How do we How do we address address nanowiresnanowires from the from the 
lithographic scalelithographic scale for testing, configuration, for testing, configuration, 
and IO?and IO?
How do we get How do we get logic restoration and logic restoration and 
inversion?inversion?
What What net benefitnet benefit do these building blocks do these building blocks 
offer us?offer us?



TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY
NanowiresNanowires

AtomicAtomic--scale scale nanowiresnanowires can be engineered to can be engineered to 
have a have a variety of conduction propertiesvariety of conduction properties from from 
insulating to insulating to semiconductingsemiconducting to metallicto metallic
Growth. Growth. SemiconductingSemiconducting nanowiresnanowires ((NWsNWs) ) 
can be grown to can be grown to controlled dimensionscontrolled dimensions on the on the 
nanometer scale using seed catalysts (e.g., nanometer scale using seed catalysts (e.g., 
gold balls) to define their diametergold balls) to define their diameter
NWsNWs with diameters down to 3nm have been with diameters down to 3nm have been 
demonstrateddemonstrated



TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY
Figure demonstrates growth of Figure demonstrates growth of SiSi NWsNWs



TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY
FieldField--Effect ControlEffect Control. . By controlling the mix of By controlling the mix of 
elements in the environment during growth, elements in the environment during growth, 
semiconductingsemiconducting NWsNWs can be dopedcan be doped to control to control 
their electrical propertiestheir electrical properties
Heavily doped Heavily doped NWsNWs are conducting. are conducting. 
Conduction through lightly doped Conduction through lightly doped NWsNWs can be can be 
controlled via an electrical field like Fieldcontrolled via an electrical field like Field--
Effect TransistorsEffect Transistors
Off resistances (Off resistances (RoffRofffetfet) can be over 10Gs and ) can be over 10Gs and 
on resistances (on resistances (RonRonfetfet) under 0.1M; off/on ) under 0.1M; off/on 
resistance ratios are at least 10resistance ratios are at least 1044



TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY
Axial ProfileAxial Profile. . The doping profile or material The doping profile or material 
composition along the length of a NW can be composition along the length of a NW can be 
controlled, This allows us to construct wires controlled, This allows us to construct wires 
which are which are gateablegateable in some regions but not in some regions but not 
gateablegateable in othersin others



Radial ProfileRadial Profile. . environmental conditions are environmental conditions are 
changed to allow changed to allow atomic layers to grow over atomic layers to grow over 
the entire surfacethe entire surface of the NWof the NW
This allows us to sheath This allows us to sheath NWsNWs in insulators in insulators 
(e.g., SiO2) to control spacing between (e.g., SiO2) to control spacing between 
conductors and between gated wires and conductors and between gated wires and 
control wirescontrol wires
After a NW has been grown, it can be After a NW has been grown, it can be 
converted into a metal converted into a metal silicidesilicide

TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY



TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY
AssemblyAssembly

LangmuirLangmuir--Blodgett (LB) flowBlodgett (LB) flow techniques can techniques can 
be used to align a set of be used to align a set of NWsNWs into a single into a single 
orientation, close pack them, and transfer orientation, close pack them, and transfer 
them onto a surfacethem onto a surface



TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY
The LB step can be rotated and repeated so The LB step can be rotated and repeated so 
that we get multiple layers of that we get multiple layers of NWsNWs such as such as 
crossed crossed NWsNWs for building a crossbar array or for building a crossbar array or 
memory corememory core

CrosspointsCrosspoints
Many technologies have been demonstrated Many technologies have been demonstrated 
for for nonvolatile, switched nonvolatile, switched crosspointscrosspoints..
Common features include:Common features include:
•• resistance which changes significantly resistance which changes significantly 

between on and off statesbetween on and off states



TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY
•• the ability to be made rectifying;the ability to be made rectifying;
•• the ability to turn the device on or off by the ability to turn the device on or off by 

applying a voltage differential across the applying a voltage differential across the 
junction;junction;

•• the ability to be placed within the area of a the ability to be placed within the area of a 
crossed NW junctioncrossed NW junction

A typical, CMOS switch might be 2500A typical, CMOS switch might be 2500λλ2 2 
[[DeHonDeHon 1996], compared to a 51996], compared to a 5λλ ×× 55λλ bottom bottom 
level metal wire crossing, making the level metal wire crossing, making the 
crosspointcrosspoint 100100×× the area of the wire crossingthe area of the wire crossing



CHALLENGESCHALLENGES
As we approach the atomicAs we approach the atomic--scale, Precise scale, Precise 
location of atoms becomes relevantlocation of atoms becomes relevant
Variations occur due to statistical doping and Variations occur due to statistical doping and 
dopantdopant placementplacement
Perfect repeatability may be extremely difficult Perfect repeatability may be extremely difficult 
or infeasible for these feature sizesor infeasible for these feature sizes
These These bottombottom--up approachesup approaches, in contrast, , in contrast, 
promise us finer feature sizes that are promise us finer feature sizes that are 
controlled by physical phenomena but do not controlled by physical phenomena but do not 
promise perfect, deterministic alignment in promise perfect, deterministic alignment in 
three dimensionsthree dimensions



CHALLENGESCHALLENGES
This leads us to ask if we can reasonably give This leads us to ask if we can reasonably give 
up our perfect correlation and complete up our perfect correlation and complete 
design freedom in three dimensions in order design freedom in three dimensions in order 
to exploit smaller feature sizesto exploit smaller feature sizes

Regular AssemblyRegular Assembly
The assembly techniques suggest that The assembly techniques suggest that we we 
can build regular arrays at tight pitchcan build regular arrays at tight pitch with both with both 
NW trace width and trace spacing using NW trace width and trace spacing using 
controlled NW diameterscontrolled NW diameters



CHALLENGESCHALLENGES

we cannot deterministically differentiate we cannot deterministically differentiate 
features at this scale, that is, features at this scale, that is, we cannot make we cannot make 
one particular one particular crosspointcrosspoint be differentbe different in some in some 
way from the other way from the other crosspointscrosspoints in the arrayin the array

NanowireNanowire LengthsLengths
NWsNWs can be grown to hundreds of micronscan be grown to hundreds of microns
However, at this high length to diameter ratio, However, at this high length to diameter ratio, 
they become highly susceptible to bending they become highly susceptible to bending 
and ultimately breakingand ultimately breaking



CHALLENGESCHALLENGES
Consequently, we must limit ourselves to modest Consequently, we must limit ourselves to modest 
NW lengths (10s of microns) in order to yield a NW lengths (10s of microns) in order to yield a 
large fraction of the large fraction of the NWsNWs in a given arrayin a given array

Defective Wires and Defective Wires and CrosspointsCrosspoints
At this scale, we expect wires and At this scale, we expect wires and crosspointscrosspoints to to 
be defective in the 1be defective in the 1––10% range10% range
•• NWsNWs may breakmay break along their axis during along their axis during 

assembly assembly 
•• NW to NW to microwiremicrowire junctionsjunctions depend on a small depend on a small 

number of atomic scale bounds which are number of atomic scale bounds which are 
statistical in nature and subject to variation in statistical in nature and subject to variation in 
NW propertiesNW properties



CHALLENGESCHALLENGES
•• Junctions between crossed Junctions between crossed NWsNWs will be will be 

composed of only 10s of atoms or molecules and composed of only 10s of atoms or molecules and 
individual bond formation is statistical in natureindividual bond formation is statistical in nature

•• Statistical doping of Statistical doping of NWsNWs may lead to high may lead to high 
variation among variation among NWsNWs

we consider two main defect types:we consider two main defect types:
•• Wire DefectsWire Defects
•• Nonprogrammable Nonprogrammable CrosspointCrosspoint DefectsDefects

Based on the physical phenomena involved, we Based on the physical phenomena involved, we 
consider nonprogrammable junctions to be much consider nonprogrammable junctions to be much 
more common than shorted junctionsmore common than shorted junctions



BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS
CrosspointCrosspoint ArraysArrays

assembly processes allow us to create tightassembly processes allow us to create tight--
pitch arrays of crossed pitch arrays of crossed NWsNWs with with switchableswitchable
diodes at the diodes at the crosspointscrosspoints
These arrays can serve as:These arrays can serve as:
•• memory cores,memory cores,
•• programmable, wiredprogrammable, wired--OR planes,OR planes,
•• programmable crossbar interconnect arraysprogrammable crossbar interconnect arrays



BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS



BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS
Memory CoreMemory Core
•• by applying a large voltage across a by applying a large voltage across a crosspointcrosspoint

junction, the junction, the crosspointcrosspoint can be switched into a high or can be switched into a high or 
low resistance statelow resistance state

•• we can operate at a lower voltage without resetting we can operate at a lower voltage without resetting 
the the crosspointcrosspoint. Consequently, we can read back a . Consequently, we can read back a 
crosspointcrosspoint’’ss state by applying a small, test voltagestate by applying a small, test voltage

Programmable, WiredProgrammable, Wired--OR OR PlanePlane
•• we can program OR logic into a we can program OR logic into a crosspointcrosspoint arrayarray
•• Each row output NW serves as a wiredEach row output NW serves as a wired--OR for all of OR for all of 

the inputs programmed into the low resistance statethe inputs programmed into the low resistance state
•• outputs will need restorationoutputs will need restoration



BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS



BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS
Programmable Crossbar Interconnect ArraysProgrammable Crossbar Interconnect Arrays
•• if we restrict ourselves to connecting a if we restrict ourselves to connecting a single single row row 

wire to each column wire, the wire to each column wire, the crosspointcrosspoint array can array can 
serve as a crossbar switchserve as a crossbar switch



BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS
DecodersDecoders
•• A key challenge is A key challenge is bridging the length scalebridging the length scale

between the lithographicbetween the lithographic--scale wires and the small scale wires and the small 
diameter diameter NWsNWs

•• By building By building a decoder between the coarsea decoder between the coarse--pitch pitch 
lithographic wires and the tightlithographic wires and the tight--pitch pitch NWsNWs, we can , we can 
bridge this length scale and address a single NW bridge this length scale and address a single NW 

NW CodingNW Coding
•• One way to build such a decoder is to place an One way to build such a decoder is to place an 

address on each NW using the axial doping or address on each NW using the axial doping or 
material composition profilematerial composition profile



BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS



BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS
Decoder AssemblyDecoder Assembly
•• We can only arrange to create a tightWe can only arrange to create a tight--pitch parallel pitch parallel 

ensemble of a collection of ensemble of a collection of NWsNWs
•• We can We can statistically guaranteestatistically guarantee with arbitrarily high with arbitrarily high 

probability that every NW in an array has a unique probability that every NW in an array has a unique 
addressaddress

Decoder and Multiplexer OperationDecoder and Multiplexer Operation
•• There is no directionality to the decoder. There is no directionality to the decoder. 

Consequently, this same unit can serve equally well Consequently, this same unit can serve equally well 
as a multiplexeras a multiplexer

•• When we apply an address to the lithographicWhen we apply an address to the lithographic--scale scale 
wires, it allows conduction through the addressing wires, it allows conduction through the addressing 
region for only one of the region for only one of the NWsNWs



BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS
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BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS
Restoration and InversionRestoration and Inversion
•• The programmable, wiredThe programmable, wired--OR logic is passive and OR logic is passive and 

nonrestoringnonrestoring, drawing current from the input, drawing current from the input
•• NWsNWs can be fieldcan be field--effect controlled. This gives us effect controlled. This gives us 

the potential to build FETthe potential to build FET--like gates for restorationlike gates for restoration

NW Inverter and BufferNW Inverter and Buffer
•• we can potentially use the field from one NW to we can potentially use the field from one NW to 

control the other NWcontrol the other NW
•• Figure shows an inverter built using this basic ideaFigure shows an inverter built using this basic idea



BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS



BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS
•• This same arrangement can be used to buffer rather This same arrangement can be used to buffer rather 

than invert the inputthan invert the input
•• NW fieldNW field--effect gating has sufficient nonlinearity so effect gating has sufficient nonlinearity so 

that this gate provides gain to restore logic signal that this gate provides gain to restore logic signal 
levelslevels

Ideal Restoration ArrayIdeal Restoration Array
•• we need to restore a set of tightwe need to restore a set of tight--pitch pitch NWsNWs such as such as 

the outputs of a programmable, wiredthe outputs of a programmable, wired--OR arrayOR array
•• A restoration array is shown in Figure (a)A restoration array is shown in Figure (a)
•• The only problem here is that we do not have a way to The only problem here is that we do not have a way to 

align and place axially doped align and place axially doped NWsNWs so that they so that they 
provide exactly this patternprovide exactly this pattern



BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS



BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS
MEMORY ARRAYMEMORY ARRAY
•• Combining the Combining the crosspointcrosspoint memory cores with a memory cores with a 

pair of decoders, we can build a tightpair of decoders, we can build a tight--pitch, NWpitch, NW--
based memory arraybased memory array

•• Figure shows how these elements come together Figure shows how these elements come together 
in a small memory arrayin a small memory array

•• Write operationsWrite operations can be performed by driving the can be performed by driving the 
appropriate write voltages onto a single row and appropriate write voltages onto a single row and 
column linecolumn line

•• Read operationsRead operations occur by driving a reference occur by driving a reference 
voltage onto the common column line, setting the voltage onto the common column line, setting the 
row and column addresses, and sensing the row and column addresses, and sensing the 
voltage on the common row read linevoltage on the common row read line



MEMORY ARRAYMEMORY ARRAY



MEMORY ARRAYMEMORY ARRAY
Limitations on reliable NW length and the Limitations on reliable NW length and the 
capacitance and resistance of long capacitance and resistance of long NWsNWs
prevent us from building arbitrarily large prevent us from building arbitrarily large 
memory arraysmemory arrays
we break up large NW memories into banks we break up large NW memories into banks 
similar to the banking used in conventional similar to the banking used in conventional 
DRAMsDRAMs
After accounting for defects, ECC overhead, After accounting for defects, ECC overhead, 
and lithographic control overhead, net and lithographic control overhead, net 
densities on the order of 10densities on the order of 101111 bits/cmbits/cm2 2 seem seem 
achievable, using NW pitches around 10nmachievable, using NW pitches around 10nm



MEMORY ARRAYMEMORY ARRAY



LOGIC ARCHITECTURELOGIC ARCHITECTURE
Figure shows a simple Programmable Logic Figure shows a simple Programmable Logic 
Array (PLA) built using the building blocksArray (PLA) built using the building blocks



LOGIC ARCHITECTURELOGIC ARCHITECTURE
Two interconnected logic planesTwo interconnected logic planes, Each plane is , Each plane is 
composed of a programmable wiredcomposed of a programmable wired--OR array, OR array, 
followed by a restoration arrayfollowed by a restoration array
Two restoration arrays:Two restoration arrays: one providing the one providing the 
inverted sense of the ORinverted sense of the OR--term logic and one term logic and one 
providing the nonproviding the non--inverted buffered senseinverted buffered sense
The entire construction is The entire construction is a set of crossed a set of crossed NWsNWs
as allowed by assembly constraintsas allowed by assembly constraints
The logic gates in each plane are composed of a The logic gates in each plane are composed of a 
diodediode--programmable wiredprogrammable wired--OR NW, followed by OR NW, followed by 
a fielda field--effect buffer or inverter NWeffect buffer or inverter NW



LOGIC ARCHITECTURELOGIC ARCHITECTURE



LOGIC ARCHITECTURELOGIC ARCHITECTURE
Basic ClockingBasic Clocking

•• The basic The basic nanoPLAnanoPLA is simply two restoring logic stages backis simply two restoring logic stages back--toto--back back 
•• If we turn off all three of the control transistors in restoringIf we turn off all three of the control transistors in restoring stages, stages, 

there is no current path from the input to the diode output stagthere is no current path from the input to the diode output stagee
•• The output stage is The output stage is capacitivelycapacitively loaded, so it will hold its valueloaded, so it will hold its value
•• This is the same strategy as twoThis is the same strategy as two--phase clocking in conventional VLSIphase clocking in conventional VLSI



LOGIC ARCHITECTURELOGIC ARCHITECTURE
InterconnectInterconnect
•• We know from VLSI that large We know from VLSI that large PLAsPLAs do not always do not always 

allow us to exploit the structure which exists in logicallow us to exploit the structure which exists in logic
•• limitation on NW length bounds the size of the limitation on NW length bounds the size of the PLAsPLAs

we can reasonably buildwe can reasonably build
•• to scale up to large capacity logic devices, we must to scale up to large capacity logic devices, we must 

interconnect modest size interconnect modest size nanoPLAnanoPLA blocksblocks
•• The key idea for interconnecting The key idea for interconnecting nanoPLAnanoPLA blocks is to blocks is to 

overlap the restored output overlap the restored output NWsNWs from each such block from each such block 
with the wiredwith the wired--OR input region of adjacent OR input region of adjacent nanoPLAnanoPLA
blocksblocks



LOGIC ARCHITECTURELOGIC ARCHITECTURE
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LOGIC ARCHITECTURELOGIC ARCHITECTURE
CMOS IOCMOS IO

NanoPLAsNanoPLAs will be built on top of a lithographic substratewill be built on top of a lithographic substrate
Lithographic circuitry and wiring provides a way to probe Lithographic circuitry and wiring provides a way to probe 
the the NWsNWs, to map their defects and to configure the logic, to map their defects and to configure the logic
we can provide IO blocks to connect the we can provide IO blocks to connect the nanoscalenanoscale logic to logic to 
lithographiclithographic--scalescale



DEFECT TOLERANCEDEFECT TOLERANCE
Small percentage of wires are defective and Small percentage of wires are defective and 
crosspointscrosspoints are nonprogrammableare nonprogrammable
Due to stochastic assembly and misalignment  Due to stochastic assembly and misalignment  
a percentage of a percentage of NWsNWs are unusableare unusable
We can provide spare We can provide spare NWsNWs in an array, test in an array, test 
NWsNWs for usability, and configure the array for usability, and configure the array 
using only the nonusing only the non--defective defective NWsNWs

NW SparingNW Sparing
The probability of having exactly The probability of having exactly i i restored restored 
OROR--terms is:terms is:



DEFECT TOLERANCEDEFECT TOLERANCE
• Probability of having at least M non-defective wires out of N:



BOOTSTRAP TESTINGBOOTSTRAP TESTING
DiscoveryDiscovery

we will need to discover the live addresses and we will need to discover the live addresses and 
their restoration polaritytheir restoration polarity
We must identify which We must identify which NWsNWs are usable and are usable and 
which are notwhich are not

ProgrammingProgramming
To program any diode To program any diode crosspointcrosspoint,  we drive one ,  we drive one 
address into the top address decoder and the address into the top address decoder and the 
second into the bottomsecond into the bottom
We effectively place the desired programming We effectively place the desired programming 
voltage differential across a single voltage differential across a single crosspointcrosspoint



BOOTSTRAP TESTINGBOOTSTRAP TESTING
Programming Diode Programming Diode CrosspointsCrosspoints
•• Knowing which polarities are available from each Knowing which polarities are available from each 

of the present addresses, we can program up the of the present addresses, we can program up the 
intended functionintended function



CAD MAPPINGCAD MAPPING
To map from standard logic To map from standard logic netlistsnetlists (e.g., (e.g., 
BLIF) to the BLIF) to the nanoPLAnanoPLA arrays, a combination arrays, a combination 
of conventional and custom tools as shown in of conventional and custom tools as shown in 
the figure are usedthe figure are used



CAD MAPPINGCAD MAPPING
SISSIS performs standard technology performs standard technology 
independent optimizations and decomposes independent optimizations and decomposes 
the logic into small the logic into small faninfanin nodes for covering. nodes for covering. 
PLAMAPPLAMAP covers the logic into (I,P,O) PLA covers the logic into (I,P,O) PLA 
clustersclusters
These clusters can then be placed with VPRThese clusters can then be placed with VPR
We developed our own We developed our own nanoPLAnanoPLA router (router (nprnpr) ) 
for routingfor routing



COST MODELSCOST MODELS
Text presents estimations and calculations Text presents estimations and calculations 
for area and delay of the proposed for area and delay of the proposed 
architecturearchitecture
It also gives formulas for NW capacitance It also gives formulas for NW capacitance 
and resistanceand resistance
Power and energy relations are also givenPower and energy relations are also given



Key Key NanoPLANanoPLA parametersparameters
Wseg is the number of NWs in each output group
Lseg is the number of nanoPLA block heights up or 
down which each output
Crosses
F is the number of NWs in the feedback group
P is the number of logical PTERMS in the input (AND) 
plane of the nanoPLA logic block
Op is the number of total outputs in the OR plane
Pp is the number of total PTERMS in the input (AND) 
plane
Since these are also used for route-through 
connections, this is larger than the number of logical 
PTERMS in each logic block:

Pp ≤ P + 2 × Wseg + F



DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION 



DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATIONDESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION
Stochastic vs. DeterministicStochastic vs. Deterministic Construction.Construction.



DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATIONDESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION
Feature SizesFeature Sizes. . Figure shows the impact of Figure shows the impact of 
lithographic support technology and lithographic support technology and 
reduced diode pitch.reduced diode pitch.



DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATIONDESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION
NW LengthsNW Lengths: : Figure shows the lengths of Figure shows the lengths of 
the key NW featuresthe key NW features



DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATIONDESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION

DelayDelay



DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATIONDESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION

Power DensityPower Density


